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President’s Report
Craig Manley
It’s with pleasure that I write this year’s Presidents Report. What a year it’s been for our mighty little charity.
With your support we truly are changing lives for the better!
If you have been reading the amazing magazine, Herd Matters (worth your 30 minutes far more than a lot
we all receive in our inboxes I can assure you), or attended the 8th annual gala ball or the general meeting
after, you would note that much has changed. Some new programs have commenced this year in India
with the Brighter Futures Study Centre in its exciting and hopeful infancy. In Uganda our Nanna Project
is reaching out to its participants in true FMN style. We have granted two new seed loans to two families
in Uganda so that with our help they can take a hand in supporting their children and move towards the
pride of self-reliance. We have completed the works on a family home that was once a brick wall, leaking tin
and plastic roof and 7 children under threat. I am so proud of these grass roots, life changing opportunities
provided by FMN. And of course the huge changes in Nepal! But I’m happy to say that the constants remain.
The people of FMN continue to do their best with skill and passion for all 3 countries we operate in each day.
Ande Nave, as Projects Manager and of course Kate Van Doore and Emmalene Travers are the backbone and
engine room of the charity. Their work is complex and time consuming. They are a dynamic and talented
team indeed. They work closely with the management committee, our superbly capable and creative project
managers, Jo Heath for India projectHELP and Mel Faulkner for the Nanna Project and the Think Tank
strategy team. They liaise constantly with Eva Capozzola, our incredibly talented country director in Nepal,
and with our partners in India and Uganda. Without these guys, FMN just couldn’t press on.
I won’t go into the detail of each program. But if all you do is read this report, it will help give you a better
understanding of where we are at and what we are up to.
I’ve just returned from Nepal after an eight day visit with the girls. What a buzz to get off the thirteen hour
flight, turn up at the new house (now in a tranquil part of KTM backing onto a forest reserve) and see our
gorgeous and super bright Basundhara standing next to…her Dad! He had just dropped her back to the
house after she and her sister Gyanu had spent the Deshain festival with the family. I was also struck by how
happy, settled and confident all girls were. The addition of family into many of their lives has changed their
persona. Their future was bright before but it’s gleaming now. Spending some time with Mr DB Lama from
the Himalayan Innovative Society, our partnering organisation, was a revelation. To see the passion and
professionalism of DB and his staff at close hand made me feel we are with the right team in Nepal. I have to
again congratulate Ande, Kate and Eva here. In all our lives, making choices can be fraught with headaches.
However, choosing a partner in Nepal that you can trust, who will be open and honest and who also shares
your vision is really tough. You can be well pleased with the decision made to go with Mr DB Lama and the
team at The Himalayan Innovation Society (THIS).
I’d like to take this opportunity to thank our management committee, Pete Mackay, Judy Bloom and Kate
van Doore and our Think Tank members for 2013, Greg Biggs, Christine Jones, Emmalene Travers, Wade
James, Trent Harvison, Ande Nave, Kate van Doore and Michelle Hay and our project coordinators Jo Heath
and Mel Faulkner. Their combined passions have kept the FMN dream alive. To our supporters, sponsors
and donors, thankyou from all the team at FMN on behalf of the kids we support all over the world.
Recently, the Think Tank team spent a weekend developing a vision and the beginnings of a strategy for
the future of FMN. It was nice to be in a room with so many people who together want to see FMN’s work
continue and flourish into 2014 and beyond!

Craig Manley - Namaste
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Highlights
Andrea Nave, Projects Manager
The year 2012/2013 has been the most significant in the
history of FMN since establishment in 2005.
Never before have so many positive steps been achieved
for the children in our care as well as within the structure
of the Australian Association.
Since July our team dynamics changed for the better.
With a renewed determination and far greater focus, we
set about to put things in perspective for our sponsors
and donors. Holding true to our steadfast transparency
and availability upon enquiry.
The management team combined with the new
FMN Think Tank this financial year have acted with
compassion and integrity and kept their heads in
heated situations. I applaud each of them and take this
opportunity to publicly thank them for sharing their
skills and insight and for their unfaltering commitment.
The restructure of our staffing positions was agreed in
March 2013. I have been working with FMN since it’s
establishment in 2005 in a voluntary capacity with a
position on management committee over the years. In
June 2011 I took on a paid role of 15 hours per week. I
was appointed to the full time position in March 2013.
In March we also welcomed Emmalene Travers into the
Program Officer role at 15 hours per week. Emmalene
is a qualified lawyer and sits on the Think Tank. Em has
worked for a long time with children and young people
in care in Australia (as well as Europe & Canada). She
was instrumental in the establishment of CREATE
Foundation (www.create.org.au) and later The Pyjama
Foundation (www.thepyjamafoundation.com) - both
organisations giving a voice to children and young
people in care in Australia. She brings with her a creative
flair and peaceful measured approach, fitting well into
the support role and the ethos of FMN. We are most
fortunate to be working with her.

Nepal
With the placement of Eva Capozzola our Country Director
in Nepal, facts quickly came to light regarding the actual
situation for the children of FMN.
Eva, together with the advice of our Nepali lawyer and the
Australian Management team, began the battle to remove the
children from the care of our original Nepali partner.
Eva’s professional dealings with the Nepali government
put Forget Me Not firmly in the spotlight. With incredible
determination and courage, FMN emerged victorious with
a new Nepali partner, The Himalayan Innovative Society
(THIS) and the custody of the 20 girls secure - a feat
achieved by no other international NGO.
The retracing and reconnection process followed directly as
the next step with not a day wasted between removing the
children, resettling into the new FMN house and meeting
with the new team and all logistics in between.
The girls care was always paramount - they rejoiced in
their new found freedom of expression and participated
fully in the process of tracing their pasts. Their bravery and
determination, - inspirational! To date we have reconnected
16 of the children to family members and our work
continues for their immediate wellbeing and long term
outlook.
The story of this legal battle and ensuing victory with
reconnection results was told to a pin drop silent audience at
the FMN 8th Annual Gala Ball. Eva Capozzola brought the
dignity and joy of our girls into the hearts of our 200 guests.
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Uganda
Meanwhile our progress in Uganda marched on with great report
cards and settled children. Mel Faulkner’s FMN Nanna Project has
grown from strength to strength supporting children and their elderly
carers. The Nanna Project children each received a visit from Mel
as FMN management in December 2012 where the project and the
delivery process were further assessed. Mel will return to Uganda as
the FMN representative in December 2013 to work with our team on
the ground. The Ugandan TCCC team partnership and our Manager,
Sarah Nakigudde are committed to quality care and the betterment of
the lives of our children. The children in Uganda under FMN’s care are
well placed for bigger and better lives with the chances of their dreams
coming true.

India
In India we work closely with our local partner Lakshya Aakriti
Foundation (LAF), designing and implementing ‘projectHELP’. The
Brighter Futures Study Centre opened its doors to the children of
Kalyanpuri slum in New Delhi. This centre will enable children to
become school ready - teaching basic hygiene and social conduct
necessary for school entry. Our dedicated cyclist and philanthropist
Matt Brice will undertake a 4300 klms cycle around India to fund the
Centre and to meet daily operating cost to fully benefit these most
fragile young lives.

In summary, the year 2012/2013 has been jam packed with
meaningful purpose and delivery of quality care for over
100 children across 3 countries. We have never been more
proud or more determined to be the force for children’s
rights!
To our outgoing Treasurer Judy Bloom, my heartfelt thanks
for your input and volunteer contributions well beyond
your management role.
I look forward to working closely with our new elected
team for 2013/2014.
Warmly and with pride,

Andrea Nave

Matt sets off in October 2013. In the meantime he is raising awareness
about the work of FMN as well as funds prior to his departure date.
Matt is a true children’s champion and we are knocked out by his
dedication and true grit!
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dhanyabad
kongoi
thank
you
asantedxanyaa’baad
Gramae Pagel, Dianne Livingstone, Kylee Munn, Jason Wall, David
Reynolds, Julie Jarvis, Phil van der Wegen, Prema Shanti Yoga &
Meditation Centre, Kristy Parmenter , Bernadette Browning,
Christine & Jo Heath, Gramae Pagel, Justin & Liz Lemberg, Dawn
Dwyer, Paula Bell, Donna Baynton, Bree & Everisto Moyls, Gunilla
Myren, Phil Wheeler, Lesley Hunt, Claire & Sasha Saunders ,
Clarence Wilkins, Robin Sydney, Nicole Wood, Jan Norman,
Annabel Deuchar , Alex Pretorius, Amanda Tottle, Matt & Barb
Underwood, Michele & Jeremy Harris, Heather & Garth UssherGiovannoni, Natasha Cross, Kylee Edmonson & John Sach, Karina
& Brad, Ann-Marie Power, Robyn Graham, James Hargreaves,
Sarah Grealy, Robert Harkin, Lucia Tai, Nicole Faulkner, AnnMarie Power, Pam Goldsmith, Sam & Dakota Goldsmith, Cameron
Mackinnon, Frederique Long, Jeff Tan, Amy & Simon Clark, Carmel
Goldsmith, Terry Balson, Brenda Cullen, Clare Francis, Verna
Walroth, Bridget Ady, Louise Macdonald, Audra & Darren Bosley,
Joy Faulkner, Lori Boren, Jasdeep Gill, Amanda Scells, Keegan
Travers, Conni Sheen, Helen Singh, Judy Bunn, Elaine Broomhall,
Janette McKenzie, Cheryl Kenny, Charles Frewen, Taane Morris,
Seila Edmondson , Hope & Russel Doro, Kirsty Blacka, Logan
Hospital Staff, Noelle Pit, Elsie Smythe, Gold Coast Hospital Staff,
Danielle Blacka, Christine & Bryan Blacka, Maureen Twalibangi,
Alan Jarrold, Kylee Munn, Robert Tumusiime, Jimmy TInda, Kris
Holmes, Tanya Young, Amy Vitnell, Lois O’Connor, Justin SharmanSelvidge, Vanessa Fernandes, Larni Eccles, Broadbeach 727, Mel
Smith, Pindara Emergency Centre Staff, Chloe Sullivan, Jess Owens,
The Campion-Steele Family Kartik Menon, Annii Turner, Graham
Neill, Mark Bradshaw, Ugandans in Queensland Community, Gold
Coast Permaculture, Enable, Woodridge State High School, Coffee
Bug Griffith University Gold Coast Campus, Student Guild Market
Stalls Griffith University Gold Coast Campus, Arts Centre Gold
Coast – Cinemas, Rosalie & John Lewis, Annie & George Olsen,
Kaye Whitney, Cristina Davies, Dot Facini, Brendan Papavasiliou,
Rachael Callan, Teresa Taylor, Rotary club Hervey Bay City, Geoff &
Stephanie Andrews, Carla Thomas, Arielle Olsen, Candice Salkeld
, Annette & Illea Cameron, Margaret Ogden, Geoff & Souraya
Thomas, Craig & Mel Manley, Justin & Liz Lemberg, Dina & Greg
Jenkinson, Trudy Schneider, Sharyn & Graham Ambrey, Stephanie
Evard Williams, Matt Fox, Donna Baynton, Tanya Stone, Kristy
Chenery, Leica Burley, Tanya Young, Stephanie Evard Williams,
Chris & Debby Cloran, Janet Venturini, Grant Vormister & Melissa
Cornish, Margaret Manning, Doug Manning, Libby Raymond, Ally
Schultz, Family Dugne, Robyn & Greg Biggs, Andrea Nave, Kate
van Doore, Stacey vanderWegen, Steve vandeWegen, Joan Flynn,
Frederique Long, Cristina Davies, Robyn & Wayne Peach, Kate &
Andrew Curry, Jason Wall, Bernard & Corinne Trafford, Kristy
Parmenter, Summer Osmond, Aimie Fabris, Deb & Steve Haigh,
Jo & Dale Stagg-Taylor, Lindsay & Jenni Hart, Lynisse Ashford,
Rotary Club Hervey Bay-City, Stream Financial, Elston Partners,
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McDonalds (Hervey Bay, Gympie, Bundagerg, Bundaberg West,
Childers & Bargara), McDonalds (Coolum & Nambour), Bay Dental
and Family Orthodontics, Southern Cross Media, McTaggerts The
Printers, The Torquay Hotel, The Chronicle, SLURP, Paul Rissman,
Brian Jones, Pete & Sally Mackay, Judy Bloom, Emmalene Travers,
Eva Capozzola, Mel Faulkner, Joanne Heath, Trent & Katie Harvison,
Wade James, Michelle Hay, Christine Jones, Hailey Cavill-Cavill
and Co, Annie Mackenzie, Jan Owen AM, Toro Child Care Centre
(TCCC)- Uganda, The Himalayan Innovative Society (THIS)-Nepal,
Next Generation Nepal (NGN)-Nepal, Lakshya Aakriti Foundation
(LAF)-India, Bethany Moppett, Kathy Bowers, Kate Collins, Leone
Moyse, Jennifer McAlpine, Caroline & Mike Arnett, The van
Doore Family, D&B West, Tamsin Olsen, Libby McPherson, Millie
Nave, Elsie Bloom, Steve Bloom, Louise McDonald, Jane Bodie,
Stacey vanDerwegen, Joan Flynn, Angela Smith, Jessica Smith,
Neil Hamish, Judy King, Fiona Boyd, Laura Buck, Nabin Kakari,
Manjit Thapa, Jason Wall, Kimberly Hanson, Melissa Woolley, Tim
Campbell, Lydia Woolley, Brock Cooper, Jessica McCracken, Emma
Schmidt, Shauna Gear, Dayna Lethborg, Kirsten Halter, Jamie
Butler, Chelsea Byrne, Olivia Byrne, Jemma Turner, Lily Turner,
Maks Nosiara, Cameron & Victoria Walker, Nell’s Kitchen, Karina
Mills, Emma Revell, Team Woodsford, Cafe Sunbirdz, Mary Gault,
Shelley & Greg, Murray Taylor, Nikki & Ron Turner, Christine
Alley Designs, The Ink Spot, Annapurna Guest House-Kathmandu,
Kingfisher Bay Resort-Fraser Island, Boom Shankar, BIG SKY, Café
Nourish, Starry Nights Outdoor Movies, Rotary Club of BundabergSunrise, Mt Rawdon Social Club, DSA Images, The Sign Doctor
Hervey Bay, Quarterdecks Harbour Retreat, Robyn Graham-First
Class Accounts, Summer Jade, Tribal Travel, Wendy & Frank
van Doore, Sealink, Noodies Restaurant, Island Fever, Mitre 10
Magnetic Island, Horseshoe Bay Fish & Chips, Essentials Hair &
Beauty, Magnetic Island Photography, Magnetic Island Transport,
AJB Building Solutions, Magnetic Island Golf Club, Fish’n N Fuel’n,
Magnetic Island Pharmacy, Magnetic Island Party Hire, Chill
Australia-Catering Melbourne, Café Nourish, Dr Matthew Hynd,
PURO Design, Cherry Invitations, Legal Talent Link, The Shore
Restaurant & Bar, Unleash Me, Red Fox Creative, Sir Madam, Scott
Hynd, 97.3fm, Queensland Performing Arts Centre, South Bank
Corporation, 4BC, Annika Forsberg, Tony Barlow, Leneen Forde
AC, Ali Choudry Photography, Kamila Wasilewski, COAST, Laura
van Doore, Mental As Anything, Alain Bouvier, Megan Breen, Kay
Cohen, Eileen Jones, Mary Keyes, Elaine Loh, Rosie Russell, Sue
Shepherd, Laurette van Doore, Therese Wilson, Adele Rice, Rachael
Jacobs, Bill MacNeil, Rachel Pearson, Jack Harvison, Tilly Harvison,
Saskia, Homeleigh House, Shevoke, Lady Chatterley’s Affair, Bella
Generation, Marlene’s Beauty Salon, Coral Coast Pharmacies,
Madame Flavour Tea, Sour Punch Studios, Blue Bird Treasure,
Roberta Whitton, Rosie Odell, Anna Southwell, Bianca Emerson,
Bronte Holding, Belle Perringnon, Tina McPherson, Annabelle Hirst.

Initiatives
Nepal

Eva Capozzola, FMN Country Director
Overview
After achieving INGO (International Non Governmental Organisation) status
in Nepal, FMN hired Eva Capozzola as Country Director with the main goal to
design and implement the Eco Village project on the land in Rani Pauwa. The
Country Director began full time on the ground in Nepal in February 2012. After
meeting regularly with then current management committee of local partner,
Malai Nabirseu Bal Griha, as well as meeting with the 21 girls who were then in
the care of MNBG, concerns were raised about the care of the children. The most
concerning issue was information shared by the children that they had relatives
with whom they were forbidden to meet.
As per the requirements of our INGO status and General Agreement with the
Government of Nepal, FMN was required to submit a Project Agreement proposal to the Social Welfare Council in order to be able to operate in the country.
This agreement binds INGOs with their local implementing partners which was
concerning given the issues observed in the way MNBG was managing FMN
supported programs until that point. The Country Director recommended to the
Board of FMN in Australia that FMN find a more suitable local NGO to partner
with and to disassociate from MNBG. The Board gave approval for this action and
FMN sought a more reliable and experienced local organization to work with who
had a strong and relevant skill base in child protection and family reunification.
FMN was recommended to meet with The Himalayan Innovative Society and by
May of 2012, FMN and THIS signed an MoU to work together and the first draft
of the Project Agreement was submitted to the SWC in June of 2012.
At the same time, documents were submitted to the Central Child Welfare Board
and Social Welfare Council stating FMN’s intention to disassociate from MNBG
but to continue supporting the same 21 children with new local partner, THIS.
FMN also requested the government to assist the process of transferring the land,
which had been purchased by FMN in the name of MNBG for the Eco Village
Project. The CCWB and SWC were to conduct their own evaluations of the home
and meet with the children to assess the validity of our claims that the children
were being denied basic rights, namely their right to family.
From June until November, there were significant challenges to see this process
through. After many delays, threats and risk to the children and Country Director, The Central District Administrative Office approved the transfer of custody
of 20 (The eldest child of the original 21 was never technically in the custody
of MNBG) children from MNBG to THIS on 18 November 2012. A caveat was
placed over the land that no project could be implemented without the approval
of SWC, FMN and MNBG, but the land would remain in the name of MNBG.
The same evening, we brought the children from their home in Baneshwor to
a transit home operated by THIS with funding from NGN. The children stayed
there until we were able to move them into their current home in Budhanilkantha.
Officially, FMN was not to begin implementing any programs or transfer any
funds to THIS until the Project Agreement had been approved and signed,
which had not yet happened. Therefore, since we were not able to hire any new
staff, NGN funded THIS reintegration staff who has significant experience in
reunification immediately began building trust with the children and developing
relationships with them in preparation to begin family tracing and re-connection
work as soon as FMN’s Project Agreement was approved by the Government. On
22 December, after making revisions to remove the Eco Village project from our
intended activities, our Project Agreement to work in Nepal for the next 5 years
with local implementing partner, THIS, was approved by the Government of
Nepal. We were then able to officially begin our program implementation.

Major components of the Project Agreement
Forget Me Not Children’s Home: The Forget Me Not Children’s Home
serves as a transitional home for children in the process of reintegration.
The children staying here are safe and secure in a loving environment. They
are provided with excellent education, medical care, psychosocial support,
nutritious food, and attentive and dedicated caretakers.
Forget Me Not Families: Our team of reintegration officers and counselors
build trusting relationships with the children, so they feel safe and
supported throughout the entire process of family tracing, re-connection
and reunification. As we collect information from the children (from their
memories of their homes and families) and official records, individual child
profiles are created, and we being tracing the families in villages throughout
Nepal. Once we locate the families, we begin the process of reconnecting
them with their children. The first meeting is conducted in the office and is
facilitated by reintegration officers. Before meeting the child we talk with
the family to better understand the original reasons why the child was
displaced. Once we are confidant that the reconnection will not put the child
at risk, we allow the child to meet the family. We are very careful to ensure
the safety of the child each step of the way. After this initial meeting, the
families begin to rebuild their relationships through phone calls and visits.
A series of assessments are conducted over time to analyze the optimal case
management for each child – whether that will be full reunification, kinship
care or other alternative care options.
Forget Me Not Futures: We acknowledge the value of higher education so
that each child is equipped with the tools and skills to support themselves as
they grow into adulthood. The aim of Forget Me Not Futures is to provide
counseling to empower the children in our care to believe in their potential,
talent and worth and help them achieve their educational and career dreams.
After completing SLC (grade 10), the young adults begin to take on more
responsibilities as they transition to independence. Our skilled staff works
with each child (whether they have been reunified or if they are still living in
FMNCH) to develop an education and career plan and help them achieve it.

Sustainability Component of Project
Forget Me Not is not expanding the staff of the INGO in a conscious effort
to focus on building the team in our local implementing partner, The
Himalayan Innovative Society (THIS). Any staff that is hired for the projects
supported by Forget Me Not is hired through THIS. In our yearly budget
we have included an additional 5% of total program costs that will go to
THIS so they can build a financial base with which to carry on projects after
the term of the Project Agreement is complete. Forget Me Not and THIS’
programs are growing slowly. We did accept any additional children into our
programs this year so that we could focus on the development of our new
programs and train our new program staff.
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Co-Ordination Mechanism of the Project

Looking Forward

Forget Me Not works very closely with implementing partner, The Himalayan
Innovative Society (THIS) and other I/NGOs. The Country Director of FMN and
the Executive Director of THIS as well as program staff meet regularly and are
closely involved in every stage of the work to ensure that the programs are being
implemented and monitored appropriately. Both Forget Me Not and THIS are
members of the Alternative Care Working Group, which is chaired by the CCWB.
Forget Me Not meets with SWC and CCWB and coordinates with district level
governance regularly as needed for the successful implementation of the project.

With our partner, THIS, who is experienced, trustworthy and undoubtedly
committed to child protection, FMN can be confidant that programs will be
implemented with excellent attention to the best interest of each child in an
effective, compassionate and professional manner. Currently in Nepal, there
are over 11,000 children who are living in orphanages and Children’s Homes
in Kathmandu Valley. It is estimated that nearly 85% of these children have
at least one living parent*. There is now an opportunity for FMN to develop
its expertise in child protection through family reunification through
working with THIS, the Government of Nepal and other I/NGOs in order to
continue to respond to the current need to reunify trafficked and displaced
children by opening a second transitional home.

Each and every activity implemented is jointly reviewed by both FMN and THIS
through monthly program meetings with project staff. Regular meetings are held
between Country Director of FMN, Country Director of NGN and Executive
Director of THIS. Monthly progress reports are submitted to the Managing
Board of FMN in Australia. Both FMN and THIS liaise with the appropriate
Government Bodies to ensure that the project operations and activities support
the Government of Nepal (GoN) and are aligned with national and local
priorities.
Evaluation reports are and will continue to be submitted to SWC & other
concerned authorities and organizations in the appropriate times. The cost of
evaluation is borne by the project itself. A mid-term evaluation will be held in
2015 and final project evaluation will be carried out in 2017 as per the article of
3a of the general agreement between AAFMNCH and Social Welfare Council
with input and participation from THIS, NGN and the beneficiary communities.
DPAC and CPAC (District Program Advisory Committee and Central Program
Advisory Committee) meetings have been held successfully in May 2013 as per
the rules and regulations set forth in our Project Agreement with the Government
of Nepal. The next CPAC and DPAC meetings will be held in December 2013.

Achievements
Child Care: Skilled and attentive home staff cares for 20 children currently
being supported by FMN through implementing partner, The Himalayan
Innovative Society (THIS). The children receive nutritious meals, education, and
psychosocial support. All of their physical, emotional and social needs are being
met and exceeded.
Education: The children are attending Himalaya Boarding School In
Budhanilkantha (Classes 3-9). The children who need additional tuition receive it
at school and at home.
Higher Education: Two of the youths have recently completed SLC with results
in First Division, and are currently enrolled in +2 General Commerce. Both are
being mentored for higher education and career plans.
Family Tracing & Re-Connection: Successful family tracing and re-connection
for 80% of the children in our care. Since January 2013, we have re-connected
16 of the 20 children. We are in the process of tracing and reconnecting the
remaining 4 children.
Reunification: Our goal is to facilitate full family reunification wherever possible.
For this, in depth family and child assessments are conducted and short and long
term care plans are being developed with families so that care can be offered that
is in the best interest of each child. Our goal is to fully reunify as many children as
possible in 2014.
Individualized Case Management: For each child in our care we have developed
a system in which we have individual child profiles, care plans and reintegration
monitoring so that we can ensure that our programs provide the most
individualized and appropriate care plans for each child according to their needs.
Staff: Since January 2013, we have hired the following staff:
> 3 x Home staff; Home Manager, Jenny Sharma (February 2013) and three
didis, Fulmaya (February 2013) and Sita (August 2013) who care for the
children on a daily basis.
> 1 x Reintegration Officer: Jampa Tsering Lama (Hired in April 2013)
is now the case manager for the 20 children. He is being trained by the
experienced ROs of THIS and conducts all fieldwork for the family tracing,
re-connection and reunification work.
> 1 x Finance & Adminsitrative Officer: Saraswati K.C. has been hired
(April 2013) as Finance and Admin officer to manage the finances for FMN
funded THIS programs.
> 1 x Administrative Assistant: Nyima Lama has been hired to assist all
office staff. Salary is paid 50/50 by FMN & NGN.
> 1 x Executive Director: DB Lama, Executive Director of THIS is paid part
time to oversee all program activities for FMN funded programs.
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It would also be beneficial to recruit additional Reintegration Officers
to more easily facilitate the reunification of our current 20 children and
to be able to successfully manage additional casework that would come
with future rescues. It will also be in FMN’s interest to consider investing
in programs that address root causes of child displacement such as lack
of quality education in remote areas of Nepal, such as Humla. Formal
proposals to this end will be submitted to the board of FMN for review in
the coming weeks.
Forget Me Not Country Director will continue to work with Legal advisors
and the Government to come to a more complete resolution regarding the
land in Rani Pauwa.
*UNICEF/Tdh, 2008, Adopting the Rights of the Child, states that 85% of children in
children’s homes have at least one living parent; CCWB/Amici dei Bambini, 2008, Final
Report on Monitoring of Child Care Homes Programmes, states that 58% of children
have at least one living parent.

The Himalayan Innovative Society

Dhan Bahadur, THIS Executive Director
Background

The Himalayan Innovative Society (THIS) is an NGO established in 2003 comprising of the board with gender balance and chaired by
a woman since the inception and has been working in the Health, Education, Tourism and women and children in Kathmandu and
Humla mainly worked with UNESCO Kathmandu on Community Learning Centre Project in Humla since August, 2003 till December,
2005.
Since 2006, when there was a crisis of child trafficking from Humla and the Mid western Region of Nepal; THIS initiated it’s effort to
work in the sectors of children’s rights; mainly running a transit home and conducting reunification of trafficked children from remote
villages of Mid-and Far western region of Nepal. Until now, we have been carrying on this noble work to reunite children who have
been displaced and trafficked from their biological families and villages.
Forget Me Not Children’s Home (FMNCH) is an Australian organization which had been supporting a Nepali NGO called “Malai
Nabirseu Bal Griha” (MNBG) situated in New Baneshwor in Kathmandu. These two organizations had been working together for 20
girls since last 6-7 years. For the first 6 years FMN did not have any member working in Nepal and used to work directly with Nepali
NGO. Only in 2012 they appointed a Country Director in Nepal and all the hidden issues came to the surface and FMNCH did not like
the management of the project.
Once FMNCH knew about the abuse of isolation from existing family to the children and financial irregularities in the beginning of
2012, FMNCH began looking for a better organization with the capacity to run the project in a better way. The Central Child Welfare
Board and other I/NGOs recommended THIS to FMN. THIS and FMN initially met in March of 2012. In May 2012, the organizations
signed an MoU to begin a formal partnership and continued to meet and discuss the issues in order to solve the problems and bring the
children out of MNBG and into better lives.
Evaji played a great role before the rescue. She was doing everything very quietly so that the board of MNBG would not have any
information about her work and at the same time she informed the girls about all the development so that they are aware about what is
going on. The girls also played a great role and cooperated with Eva on this except one or two who used to support the board and their
staff who had faith in them.
Despite of several challenges and threats and several months’ constant effort and coordination by FMNCH’s Country Director Ms.
Eva Capozzola, MNBG came to agreement to transfer the children to local NGO, THIS. They agreed to hand over the custody of the
children through the Central District Administration Office.

Rescue of the children
On 18th November, 2012; the children were transferred to THIS’ responsibility and the same day THIS transferred all the children to
its transit home with two staffs who supported Eva. For the first few weeks they managed in the transit home as the new house was
being prepared. For a few months till end of their academic session in April, the girls also accepted challenges such as getting up early
in the morning and coming home late in order to travel to their old school in Baneshwor. We arranged lunch and tiffin for all the
children in the school. We hired a microbus to travel and from home to school so that they could have more time to study in the school.

New home & new staff
We found a new house and managed the necessary maintenance and painted the whole the building so that they would feel good
and comfortable. In the meantime we hired additional home staff. We did not have any intention to fire the old staff from MNBG. As
time went on there was a conflict between the new staff and old staff. The staffs were not taking responsibility for their jobs and the
home environment seemed to be getting worse. So, it was decided to release all the staff with one-month notice to work sincerely or
to leave immediately with one month’s extra salary. All of them decided to leave on the same say. We had other staff ready to appoint
immediately so we replaced them on the same day when they left the home.

New school
Just after their final exams are over we started looking for a good schools nearby to our home. During their vacation before their new
academic session, we found and could admit all our children in this school (Himalaya Boarding School) with some discount. In the
beginning, the children didn’t like the new school, as their previous school had better facilities than the present one. Now the children
are happy being there and they are familiar with the teachers and the environment. Now they are happy and going school regularly.
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Reconnection
As the children were suspicious about what would happen next, we
decided not to pronounce about reunification until we knew about
the families and their economic condition and instead to just to work
for reconnection, which they have been waiting for the last few years.
Therefore, we hired only one reintegration officer for the reconnection
works. For the trust building, gathering information about their family
and to train our new reintegration officer (Jampa Lama), we used our
experienced reintegration officers funded by NGN. Once Jampa Lama
was ready, he conducted the reconnection works and we also involved
THIS staffs as well time to time and still do when there is need. Now out
of the 20 girls, 16 have been reconnected to their family and relatives by
phone, letters and in-person meetings.
All the parents/relatives and children are very happy to have this
reconnection as the children never had the chance to talk to their parents
and relatives while they were in the previous home. Now except for
four girls, the rest are frequently having phone conversations with their
families, sharing their feelings and news from both ends. Home Manager,
Jenny ji is vigilant on the phones and other communications between
the family and the children so that there would not be any unforeseen
situations in the near future, which might create tension between the
children, and family members, which will create problem for us when we
start reunification process.

Extra activities/excursions/celebrations
We organized various extra- curricular activities to give them an
exposure to the real life and experience by themselves and to learn about
their surroundings. It is not only about going for hiking but also included
visit to museums, religious places, and celebrating festivals such as Holi
(festival of colours), Teej (festival of women), Dashain and Tihar or
Dipawali (festival of lights). These activities help them gather the energy
and mood to be engaged in different activities so that they can enjoy
themselves as well as live together harmoniously.

Dashain & Tihar reconnection/
reintegration
Taking the best use and benefit of Nepal’s greatest festivals, Dashain and
Tihar, we decided to send the children to their villages to celebrate it with
their family and villagers. The children are so excited and happy to be
back to their village and meet up with their parents and family members.
We are sending them for Tihar as well. Our Reintegration staff will assess
and gather information regarding these visits. These visits will pave path
to better reintegration into their biological family and relatives depending
on if they don’t have parents.
Plans ahead for 2014
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Transit home
Continue with the current transit home, and if funding is available from
the board look for another transit home as the government is looking
for another rescue. This will increase our good relationship with the
government.

Reintegration
As per the discussion with the FMN board members/visitors to Nepal,
we now proceed for the reunification of the children who can be reunited
safely and happily. We will now prepare some of the children who can be
reunited. For this we need to add some more staff to carry out the activities
of reintegration. Reunification will be done as per the reintegration
officer’s report as well as on the team decision following as advice from the
counselor and other team members as well. We will consider on alternative
childcare (in family, kin and foster families) so that the children will get as
much love, care and affection as possible.

Children’s future
We will keep on supporting the children as per case-by-case basis and
support as per the need of the child and the family. This might include
family support, skill training to the family members and scholarship/
sponsorship for the children. We believe that family is the best place for the
overall development of the children and best interest of the children.

Conclusion
The project started with much tension, doubts and challenges but with
close coordination with Evaji and all home staff, reunification staff,
Administrative and Finance staff we could manage the children and their
doubts. On behalf of THIS and from my personal side as well, I would
like to thank Evaji, FMNCH, Australia and all the THIS staff for their
cooperation and support to bring this tension to settle down and give the
girls a good life. We still have a lot of challenges ahead. We also hope that
we can make everything possible with collective team decision. We are very
cautious about our work and to tackle the problem as honestly as possible.
We look forward for a sustainable reunification of the children whose
parents can afford the better future of their children.
Thank you very much for your Support and Trust!

Uganda
Nanna Project

Melissa Faulkner, Nanna Project
Coordinator & Child Sponsor
Growth
Our beneficiary group of children has grown as have the
group of dedicated sponsors who support them. We have
also broadened our working area to provide continued
support to families who have been forced to relocate
and provide support to siblings of previously supported
children. The Nanna Project family now includes
twenty-seven sponsored children and young adults,
eight Nannas, four Carers and thirty-three Sponsors.
Our children and young adults are studying at primary
(nineteen), special education primary (three), secondary
(three) and vocational (two) levels.

Engagement
We have been working hard to raise the profile of the
project and ensure sponsors and supporters are engaged
in the Nanna Project and our work in Uganda. We have
been attending multicultural festivals throughout the year
selling beautiful Ugandan handicrafts to raise additional
funds for improvements to the project and sharing our
work with the wider community. We have introduced
sponsorship for teddy bears, bedding packages and
holiday tutoring creating opportunities for one-off
donations to further engage supporters as well as provide
for the children emotional, health and educational well
being. Reports from Uganda are testament to the success
as the kids are happy, healthy and progressing in their
studies.

Change
With all of the children in school and progressing we
have started to look closer at what else is required to
ensure their overall wellbeing is maintained which we
envision will positively affect attendance and academic
achievement. Prevention inclusions such as worming
tablets, water purification, sanitation products and
footwear have all been added to the regular provisions
for the children throughout the school year. We have
reviewed individual cases and made amendments to the
‘plan’ for some of our children. Particularly for three
boys who are now living in a child headed household we
have transferred the younger boys to boarding school and
supplied the eldest boy with vocational training. We are
constantly adapting to meet the individual needs of our
kids and their families.

Victories
We have experienced some great academic results and
feedback from our schools and training institutes. Carlos
and Reagan came first and second out of sixty-eight
students in primary one, which was amazing, and we
are so proud. While not all of our children will be
academically gifted we praise all of the children for their
efforts and attendance at school. We are particularly
pleased when children who have experienced difficulty in
attendance, behavior and achievement have been able to
refocus and turn around these difficulties. Joseph Waiswa
who is due to complete primary seven this year has done
just that and we applaud his courage and persistence and
can’t wait to enroll him and support him through his
secondary studies in 2014.

TCCC and FMN Partnership
Robert Asiimwe, TCCC Director

The Australian Association of the Forget Me Not Children’s Home Inc (FMN) and
Toro Child Care Centre (TCCC) are two organizations that were established in two
different parts of the world but met because of a shared cause of providing orphaned
and vulnerable children with safe and secure upbringing. In July 2013 the two
organizations will sign an MOU as a way of formalizing their working relationship.
The two organizations have worked together for more than two years. This
partnership is built on a belief that if we strengthen family and community care for
orphans and vulnerable children then we shall attain a safe and secure upbringing for
the children under our watch.
The above has been achieved through the following initiatives being undertaken.
Helping caregivers with income generating activities in order to support their homes
and raise their children. Children who are not in school are at greater risk for HIV
infection, labor exploitation, and abandonment.
Support to education and this is done in order to ensure right to an education for
disadvantaged children. We undertake this holistic approach of providing children
with food, school fees, and scholastic materials, meeting the medical requirements
and offering counseling. The holistic approach includes regular FMN/TCCC staff
visits to schools and families. All has been provided for the children of FMN Families
and FMN Nanna Projects.
Protecting children from abuse by building or supporting institutional or transitional
homes is a key feature of our combined partnership. The plans established and
identified this year will be implemented in the New Year with the establishment of
the Child Headed House Holds Project. For those children with a family background
but unable to support the children, homes will be built for them. This support is
backed by research and a belief that children who are cared for by families within
communities are more likely to thrive than those in orphanages or institutional style
care. In the interim process the two organizations have also agreed that for those
children with no extended family support to lean on, a temporary response in the
form of high quality institutional care will be identified and provided.
Supporting children’s social and emotional needs has been done through counseling
and guidance. The reason for this is if the needs of these children are not met research
shows the effects can be devastating. Counselling helps children attain a sense of
security through the ongoing process of finding solutions to match their individual
circumstances.
From the above attributes, the two institutions are well aligned in their ethos and
quality of care and have become better equipped in supporting the vulnerable
children of Uganda under their care.
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Sarah Nakigudde, Project Manager - Uganda
Growth of the Projects: The sponsorship project has gone through a lot of changes
and some of the activities have been and are still under review. Some children who
were once settled with family have been resettled again. This is re case for the older
twins, little Steven and Fiona.
As follows: As long as a child is not treated well or if the conditions under which he /
she is living are not conducive for his /her growth and development, then this child is
resettled again into another situation for comfortable living.
The project works in partnership with TCCC and a Memorandum of Understanding
was signed between TCCC and FMN to cement the working relationship The FMN
Uganda also plays a supervisory role to the Nanna project.
New children were registered into the sponsorship project and have now secured
sponsors.
FMN has extended a hand in the renovation of Mama Mariam’s house. This house
accommodates two sponsored children, Mariam and Robinah and another five who
are not sponsored.
Their living conditions were really bad and ever since the intervention of FMN into
the renovation of the their house, their lives have now improved and they are not
falling sick so often like before.
Interactive meetings /Get togethers / re- union party gatherings have been thought
of as important into the FMN structure. The children stay and stay far away from
each other, they meet together for interaction and refreshment once a year especially
at end of year, we did this last year December 2012 and it was worthwhile. The same
arrangement is to continue every December as It promotes brother/sister hood and a
great opportunity for reflection for the children.

Acadademic performance of the children
Most of the children have improved in their performance. We have 2 children who
have sat for their Ordinary level exams namely Hannah Rukundo and Lydia Nabonyo.
These exams will promote them to senior five for University or to vocational
Institution depending on their performance.
Also three of our children are sitting for the Primary Leaving Examination (PLE). The
office has already equipped them with whatever they need on this special day of their
lives. The PLE will promote them to secondary school. They are all expectant for best
results that will qualify them to secondary school. These are namely: Awori Mary,
Gloria, Ronald and Victoria.
Despite their hyper activity the big twins Wasswa Esau and Kato Jacob have greatly
improved their performance. They came from a school which was teaching in a local
language which is not their mother language, but are now competing favorably in a
more competitive school. Wasswa reported a first grade while Kato reported a second
grade.
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A move into self-sustainability
Robert Odongo: The biggest sponsored child in FMN Uganda
is completing his Course in November and will be supported
to stand alone as a man. Now he awaits his final results as he
looks for job. FMN is still supporting him with tuition and
upkeep. We are yet to make a budget for his seed capital which
will be sent to FMN in the following months. He also attended
a short course in “START YOUR BUSINESS “and he was
equipped with skills of starting a business and maintaining it.
After this, the young man will be self-reliant and we shall be
monitoring his progress. Once this is achieved, Robert will be
referred to as FMN Uganda’s first output.

Children’s health
A medical checkup was carried out for the children and we
had 2 centers namely Kampala area centre A and Tororo Area.
The areas examined included:
1. general medical examination (ie check for palor,
jaundice, edema, lyphdenopathy);
2. any abnormalities of ears, nose, throat, eyes & dental;
3. laboratory exam (ie stool and urine analysis, Malaria,
Typhoid, Brucella tests);
4. nutrition assessment; and,
5. supplementary treatments (ie vitamin A, de-worming).
Purpose:
• To routinely establish the health status of the children
in the program through regular routine general medical
examination. NB: all children were given Vitamin A and
Albendazole.
Recommendations:
• Regular General Medical examination and treatment of
elements; and,
• Children in the program need nutritional supplements
to boost immunity, growth and development.

Mama Kevin
The children Jemima and Samuel are 4 years old now and
are anxious to go to school. Ian and Kevin are doing well in
school.
The twins continue to receive food support until they begin
school. Mama Kevin received a seed loan of 700.000UGX to
start a business. She sells second hand shoes. She chose a poor
location for her shoes business and has no enough customers.
With guidance and encouragement she is looking for an
improved position.

Mama Dinah
Mama Dinah also received a further loan worth 700,000UGX
to help her expand the Food Stall Business that continues to
do well in the community.
FMN Uganda Office
The office has been well equipped with a new computer,
webcam, and sound device to help ease the work as we only
had one laptop. All the office equipment was engraved and a
safe purchased as recommended in the audit report.

My experience working with FMN
FMN is a good and friendly working environment where
Employer and Employee freely share and discuss issues that
affect and promote the organisation without any fears or favor.
I have learnt a lot from Andrea, she appreciates, critically
analyses issues and get to the understanding of each other
without being rude or rough, yet she commands respect.
I have learnt to be self-driven. Working without a close
supervisor in the same office wouldn’t be simple unless the
employee is a self-starter. My confidence and job satisfaction
is promoted as my ideas and suggestions are always listened
to and often approved for implementation. This is a blessing
to me.
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India

Joanne Health, projectHELP Manager & Child Sponsor
Passion, commitment and patience over the last twelve months has resulted in a
ground swell of support and an excellent foundation for Forget Me Not India.
The greatest contribution Forget Me Not has made in India thus far is providing
our local partner Lakshya Aakriti Foundation (LAF) with the inspiration, guidance,
structure and confidence to establish a strong foundation from which they have
already made a significant difference. Together we have brought hope for a brighter
future to a poverty stricken community living in appalling slum conditions on the
outskirts of Delhi.
The FMN India project has faced several challenges over the last twelve months,
including gaining the trust of all family members, knowing the whereabouts of each
child due to the transient nature of their lives and regular class attendance as the
majority of the children are required to collect recyclable rubbish to help support
the family. From such challenges however a positive and increasingly productive
working relationship with the families of Kalyanpuri Slum and the right strategy for
the future has evolved.
projectHELP is now open to children other than the original 23, with fundraising
on a project rather than individual child sponsorship basis in a bid to be more
flexible on the ground, meet the basic needs of more vulnerable children and
minimise the possibility of any tension arising within this small community.
We are fortunate to be partnered with a local team who have the drive, skill base
and potential to lead the way in social entrepreneurship in Northern India and
make a significant difference in the community development sector there.
FMN foundation funding has begun with $10,000.00 from the Yogis Unite
fundraiser held in May 2012. This monetary support has gone a long way in setting
up the Brighter Futures Study Centre from rented premises, conducting health
checks on site and providing medical treatment, nutritious school lunches, clean
drinking water, malaria protection, basic needs and early learning for the children
and their families over the last twelve months.
The Cycle for Brighter Futures fundraising effort began in March 2013 with Byron
Bay resident Matthew Brice committing to a grueling 4300km cycle journey over 6
months from Goa down to the Southern tip of India and up the East coast before
completing his journey in Varanasi by the end of April next year. With a significant
social media and online marketing campaign in support this compassionate
adventure well underway, Matt is likely to reach his fundraising target of $30,000.
A committed and competent team on the ground combined with mentoring
support and financial assistance from Forget Me Not over the last year has paved
the way for a project that has the potential to give hundreds of children and their
families a second chance at life. The success of projectHELP in Delhi and plans to
utilise donated land in Varanasi for a rehabilitation centre in aid of victims of child
trafficking in the near future will surely play a key role over the coming years in
positioning Forget Me Not as an innovative, dynamic and purpose driven force for
children’s rights.
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Lakshya Aakriti Foundation
Diptesh Singh, LAF Trustee

The beginning of Brighter Futures
I still remember my meeting with Joanne in Dubai May of 2011. We hadn’t
seen each other in four years and she was on her way to Uganda. It was during
this time I really came to know about Jo’s fight for the rights of those thirty
nine kids in Uganda. I listened to everything but at the same time felt so
miserable that I was of no help to a country like Uganda.
What came to my mind was that if I ever I get the chance to work in the
charitable domain, I will do whatever I can to make a difference in the lives of
vulnerable children here in India.
I rallied a few friends for support, registered Lakshya Aakriti Foundation
and had our first meeting with Kate van Doore and Andrea Nave in Varanasi
on the 25th February 2012. We had begun research six months prior to this
important day, surveying slums, meeting with slum dwellers and interviewing
more than 80 people in Varanasi, Delhi and Bihar. What I realized at this
point was the great need for education to prevent these extremely vulnerable
people being victimized.
We were at the very early stage of establishing Lakshya Aakriti Foundation
and had no funds to do much at all for these less fortunate people. But as they
say “where there’s will there’s a way” so a few friends and I started collecting
some money and running evening classes with one white board and very little
stationary at our disposal. We began teaching the children and mothers of
Punjabi Basti Slum (located behind Varanasi Cant railway station) with the
help of a widowed social worker named Fatima who lived close by and loved
teaching children.
We became aware of teenage girls adopting the profession of their mothers,
controlled by sex brokers and forced to service passengers travelling in 1st
Class train coaches. We did what we could to support the work of Fatima and
other friends like Vivek Sandilya who were instrumental in educating these
mothers and their children from December 2011 to January 2013.
During this time we successfully secured the admission of 18 children into
government schools and hopefully put a stop of these children being lured
into the sex trade.

The birth of projectHELP
In March of 2012 we officially began our work with the 9 families of
Kalyanpuri Slum who we had previously identified as being one of the most
vulnerable communities in the greater Delhi area.
We faced numerous challenges during the early stages of projectHELP,
soon realizing we needed to provide more than education. A growing team
of volunteers began rallying donations and distributing clothing, shoes,
cooking utensils and toys for the children. Slowly but surely we gained the
communities trust and turned our attention to education.
Puja Srivastava (now LAF Project Manager) instigated classes for the children
from within the local Police and Fire Brigade grounds. Teaching lessons daily
proved difficult as our volunteer team were working the usual Indian hours
(10-7pm, 6 days a week) so we were bound to give classes in the morning
before leaving for the office. The children however were not regularly able to
attend morning classes as they had pressure from the family to rag pick for
recycled rubbish in order to help feed the family. During this time we split
the classes between five friends and taught as many children as we could
whilst looking for a place to rent.
More formal education began after receiving our first fund transfer from
Forget Me Not in March 2013, kick starting the birth of projectHELP and the
Brighter Futures Study Centre.
The study center has come along way in this short time with the provision
of furniture, teaching resources, improvements to the interior of the
building, regular attendance of the children and recognition within the local
community.
We are now looking to the next stage of projectHELP - an innovative and
sustainable livelihood program designed to empower and uplift the parents of
the children, freeing them from a recurring cycle of poverty.
There are so many people to thank who have supported the vision of LAF and
made it what is today. A special thanks to Puja Srivastava for her constant
efforts and love for the children, even before the formal start of LAF. To
Prasoon Gupta who has played an integral role in the birth of LAF and Anil
Pandey for his technical advice and IT related assistance.
I would also like to express my gratitude to Mr. Anand Singh, professional
photographer and friend of LAF, who has dedicated his time and energy
to our cause from the beginning, not only in taking photographs, but also
in connecting us with the media throughout India, resulting in extensive
coverage to date.
And finally, our sincere thanks to, Forget Me Not. Your support and guidance
has proved invaluable to our new organisation and we are strengthened every
day by our partnership. Your openness to new ideas and confidence in us
collectively makes us feel proud and confident. I believe, with your continued
encouragement and support, projectHELP will flourish and we can re-visit
the Varanasi project to begin working for those vulnerable children who are
the victims of trafficking.
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Christine
Jones

Andrea Nave

Craig Manley

Governance
Craig Manley

President, Think Tank & Child Sponsor
The Think Tank was established early in 2013 to be a group that would give the charity and the
management committee advice on strategic direction and assist in key decision making.
The 2013 Think Tank members were individually chosen and asked if they would like to be
involved by the management committee. Each member brings a unique skill set to the Think
Tank. The group is very strong in legal and accounting; business management; community
development and education.
The team members live between the Gold Coast and Hervey Bay, which adds to the diversity
of the group. All team members have a common thread. They care about their own local
community and also the wider world. Each sees FMN as a vehicle that has done a lot of
good and will continue to do so well into the future. Part of the Think Tank strategy was to
help expand the supporter base of the charity and this seems to be working quite well. As an
example, all Think Tank members attended the Ball in July and brought guests along.
I see the Think Tank growing in importance into the future and their advice helping FMN doing
some great things for the kids we support (and maybe some we don’t as yet support).

Pete Mackay

Vice President, Think Tank & Child Sponsor
It was a tumultuous year for FMN despite the ongoing successes with our child sponsorship and
fundraising. Its leadership had been questioned and its ethics and operation had been attacked,
to name a few. However over 100 children now depended on FMNs existence and action needed
to be taken. Hence, the Think Tank was born. It put the cards on the table and asked who would
commit - truly commit – to the real reason why FMN was in operation. And that was to support
the children.
The FMN Management Committee bought together a creative and professional team to help
identify who would stand with the organisation and who from it. So through leadership and
ego-less discussion, the Think Tank team was formed and framed the way forward.
The work of the new Team allowed a clear and concise way to crystalize FMNs goals; to modify
its current path and to ensure the most effective actions and achieve maximum results. The
initial work of the Think Tank was to nail home what worked, and alter or even discard what
did not. Personally being part of the Think Tank clearly displayed the deep commitment and
amazing capability of those who were actually operating FMN, which in turn reignited my
entire support for the organisation well in excess of my existing position as Vice President. The
Think Tank worked with the decision to focus on reintegration of the FMN Nepal children
to family, facing the challenge of change rather than remaining with an out dated ‘orphanage
mentality’ that would leave the children reliant on welfare as well as denying them any
responsibility for their own futures.
From the seeds planted in these initial Think Tank sessions, FMN has moved into areas of
success that no one initially involved could have dreamed, culminating in FMN becoming
a leader in supporting children’s rights and a true voice for children in Nepal. The results be
shown, by the end of the 2012/13 year, sixteen of the twenty girls under FMNs care in Nepal
have been reunited with their families. If FMN had shied away from change, remaining
with antiquated and limited ways of thinking and performing, the girls would still be in an
orphanage and this, no matter how well they were cared for, would still be a tragedy.
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Kate van Doore

Secretary, Think Tank & Child Sponsor
The Forget Me Not Think Tank was created in March
2013 to provide a fresh approach to FMNs fundraising
and programs. With an impressive array of talent, from
business to law to child rights to mediation to metoring
to passion, the Think Tank has the tenacity and courage
to take FMN to the next level. After a challenging year,
FMN has risen above and beyond our expectations
to be a recognisable force in children’s rights. As the
first international non-government organisation to
successfully negotiate the transfer of the custody of our
children to a new partner, FMN is a true warrior for
children’s rights. I am more proud than I have ever been
before to be associated with FMN and the Think Tank.
Each and every member inspires me to think; to be
courageous and to act with purpose.

Judy Bloom

Treasurer & Child Sponsor
My long time support of Forget Me Not took on a more
formal commitment this last year with a move to the role
of treasurer. This position is now well supported with the
professional skills of a paid accountant making the role
one of overseeing and voting on issues along with the rest
of the Management Committee. As you will see from the
financial report we have had a fair amount of focus on our
Nepal Project with the opening of the new home and the
associated set up costs. FMN is well positioned to move
forward into the New Year with a clear financial position
and strong support from our child sponsors. The child
sponsorship funds continue to be transferred monthly in
full to support the children with funds raised from other
activities support our administration and project costs.
Our overheads on the Australian side are considerably
lower than in previous years and our output far greater.
This is a great testament to conservative spending and
carful decision making. This team is doing something
right!
I will be standing down from management committee for
2014 but will continue to support our work in as many
ways as I am able. I am also proud to say that the young
man I have sponsored over two years is reaching the final
phase of FMN support and moving on to a bright strong
‘electrical’ future!
Well done Robert!

Pete Mackay

Wade James

Kate
van Doore

Trent Harvison
Think Tank

Since coming on board FMN’s THINK TANK in March it’s certainly been a
joyous roller coaster ride - so much so I went from being mildly interested
in FMNs work, to spending 5 weeks in Nepal - all in the space of less than
six months!
Having just returned from the FMN visitors trip in October (and 4 weeks
trekking with my 13 year old son), I’ve seen first hand the great work being
undertaken by this very impressive team of people and partners, both incountry, and in Australia.
I’ve witnessed the dedication, professionalism and genuine caring approach
that the staff and those involved bring to the programs, and having met
the girls in Nepal, I’ve seen the glowing results of all of this hard work on
the girl’s beaming faces. In short, it is indeed a rare privilege to be involved
with such a great bunch, and I look forward to many years of continued
involvement with FMN. I’ve gotten back far more than I’ve put in – thanks!

Christine Jones
Think Tank

I was invited to take a position on the Forget Me Not Think Tank early
in the year with the goal of contributing to policy, strategic direction
and innovation for the organisation. I have participated in a number of
strategic planning processes in the last couple of decades, some of them
very productive, some less so. My experience in committing to the FMN
TT team has been quite the experience!
This FMN team works so completely from the heart that is has been a joy
to be involved. There is so much kindness and care amongst this group
of people and in turn this is expressed to those who come in contact with
Forget Me Not.
From a position of having to preserve and protect the reputation of Forget
Me Not, this group has held fast to the ethos of kindness. Continuing to
inspire others to be their best and work towards making a difference. The
culture of FMN is such that, as usual, our work was done with such joy and
buoyancy that it was not onerous at all. My experience with FMN Think
Tank has been both productive and compelling. I cannot recall ever having
been able to say that about strategic planning before. I look forward to
contributing further in the year ahead.

Greg Biggs

Think Tank & Child Sponsor
I have been involved in FMN for a number of years as a child sponsor
and personal and corporate donor doing what I could to help progress
the organisation. In November 2012 I was fortunate to be able to make
my second trip to Kathmandu to visit the children of FMN. Prior to our
arrival, the girls had experienced a number of big changes in their lives;
however on the outside they all still had their ‘big smiles’ to greet us with.
Since learning that the girls had family we could reconnect them with, it
has added a new, challenging and exciting chapter for FMN.
Shortly after returning back to Australia I was asked to join the Think
Tank Committee. Inspired by the resilience in the children regardless of
the changes that they faced, I joined the Team without reservation. This
decision has been particularly rewarding. Being involved in the strategic
planning of FMN this last year and plotting the future direction of this very
worthwhile organisation is a challenge undertaken with commitment and
heart.
A big thank you to the FMN team, Ande, Katy, Eva, Craig and Mel for the
work they do in protecting and providing for these children in developing
countries and for pulling together a strong passionate determined group to
innovate into 2014.

Michelle Hay
Think Tank

I am proud to be a member of Forget Me Not’s Think Tank and over
the last year I am genuinely impressed with the organisation’s sincere
determination and commitment to continually improve the lives of
children in India, Nepal and Uganda. Forget Me Not is a small, yet mighty
and powerful group that has proven it’s a force to be reckoned with.
Contributing my ideas with this fabulous united team has been inspiring
to say the least. The work of the Think Tank is to assist in sourcing funding
and spreading the word about the organisation’s good work. The work of
the Think Tank in the last year has been to generate ideas toward growth
in order to assist more children in need, yet remain small enough to retain
integrity and control. It is my hope that the work of this united team will
be successful in establishing projects that allows the children we support
to grow and become self-reliant. With continuing education and guidance
through FMN, our children will be in the optimum position to be their
best. This year’s work will bare fruits well into 2014 and beyond of this I am
confident.
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Michelle Hay

Trent Harvison

Greg Biggs
Emmalene
Travers

Wade James
Think Tank

I first became involved with FMN after hearing a young man speak at an
event. I had been taken along by good friends, Craig and Mel Manley. I
heard a lot of interesting things that night but the point that struck me in
particular was this young man of about 20 years of age stated what he had
seen and what he wanted to do about helping these young girls in Nepal.
He said to us all that night that he knew he couldn’t set up the home on a
passing whim and that it had to be a lifelong commitment. This was one of
the most powerful things I had ever heard. It struck me and is still seared
in my brain. The best part of it all was that he did start this dream with
the help of lot of people who jumped in straight away and we are still here
now. This FMN crew have given selflessly for so long. The amazing work
they do astounds me every day. Things change and we learn from mistakes
but the thing that impressed me most is how this organisation has pushed
through those tough times of 2013 and come out stronger than ever when
most organisations would have walked away. We are not helping these
children because it’s easy, we are helping them because they need it. There
is corruption and issues to overcome everywhere we work. Team FMN has
soldiered through, becoming smarter and stronger along the way.
So I’ve been involved in Forget Me Not for quite a few years now, mainly
helping out with funding donations to assist with the operations of FMN
and also contributing towards fundraising goals at the Annual Gala
Ball. This had been my contribution as I had a business that took up
most of my time until recently. I have also been involved in a few other
large fundraisers - once paddling a ski 500km in 5 days to raise 310k for
Parkinson’s Disease and last year riding a bike 1200kms in 7 days with a
group of 20 mates to raise 200k for the Royal Flying Doctors. But of all of
these charities, this is the dearest to my heart. So when I was approached
by the Team, I of course jumped at the opportunity. I wanted to contribute
to the FMN Think Tank Strategic Planning group to add my voice and
formal support as this year there had been a few things that have happened
that I felt needed clarification for the public and for our supporters. Our
corporate governance and our openness are second to none and I’ve
never felt better about where my donations are going. 2014 holds much
fresh promise! To the FMN Crew that has been there since day one and
to the new crew helping out now, along with our fantastic supporters, my
heartfelt thanks for being a crucial part of this great organisation.
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Together Our Hands Can Help

Andrea Nave

Projects Manager, Think Tank & Child Sponsor
The heart of Forget Me Not has been kick started again with the creation
of the Think Tank. The group has been confronted with some pretty
challenging situations throughout the year. They have risen to these
challenges and assisted Forget Me Not to navigate its way through,
sharing ideas and offering advice to help build FMN into a stronger more
professional organisation. Each ‘Thinker’ has bought with them a passion
to see FMN thrive well into the future and to share their talents and skills
in improving the lives of children. Holding a seat at this table has been a
refreshing and inspiring experience. I look forward to working together in
2014.

Emmalene Travers
Program Officer & Think Tank

Since coming on board the good ship Forget Me Not in March 2013 I have
primarily focused my energies on building the FMN/SLURP partnership,
publishing Herd Matters e-magazine and managing our strategic planning
process. I am incredibly proud of the work we do, how we do it and
importantly, why we do it. Each member of our Think Tank is committed
to the cause and I am inspired by our ability to do the right thing because
it’s the right thing to do. FMN attracts talent like no other!

Financial Report
Created: 1/01/2014 10:01 PM

Forget Me Not Children's Home Inc.

PO Box 1223
Hervey Bay QLD 4655

Profit & Loss Statement

ABN: 55 469 493 449
Email: andreanave@forgetmenot.org.au

July 2012 To June 2013

Income
Nepal Income
Child Sponsorship Nepal
Nepal General Donation

$43,274.05
$24,455.03

Total Nepal Income
Uganda Income
Child Sponsorship Uganda
Uganda General Donation
Nanna Project Uganda

$67,729.08
$31,231.30
$5,653.51
$9,399.08

Total Uganda Income
India Income
India General Donation

$46,283.89
$4,479.80

Total India Income
General Income & Fundraising
Fundraising Income
General Income

$4,479.80
$135,952.24
$45,893.18

Total General Income & Fundraising
Interest Received
BOQ Uganda 20218565
BOQ Web Savings Acc 20653437
BOQ Term Deposit 21678174

$181,845.42
$74.16
$4,418.74
$8,677.27

Gross Profit
Expenses
Nepal Projects Expenses
Nepal Project Expenses

$313,508.36

$140,621.55

Total Nepal Projects Expenses
Uganda Projects Expenses
Uganda Project Expenses
Nanna Project Expenses

$140,621.55
$48,829.55
$5,973.50

Total Uganda Projects Expenses
India Projects Expenses
India Project Expenses

$54,803.05
$9,993.51

Total India Projects Expenses
Australian Administration Exp
Advertising
Accounting/Audit Expenses
Bank Fees & Charges
Electricity Costs
Small assets less than $1,000
Office Requirements
Insurance
Licencing
Motor Vehicle Expenses

Rent
Training

Wages & Salaries

$9,993.51
$902.02
$5,177.14
$1,954.33
$220.30
$4,187.97
$5,226.11
$1,857.34
$573.00
$264.96
$2,850.68
$2,187.01
$64,672.95

Total Australian Administration Exp


Fundraising Expenses
Book Publishing Costs
Give Now fees




This
report includes Year-End Adjustments.
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$90,073.81


     

$8,129.00
$6.87
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Created: 1/01/2014 9:57 PM

Forget Me Not Children's Home Inc.

PO Box 1223
Hervey Bay QLD 4655

Balance Sheet

ABN: 55 469 493 449
Email: andreanave@forgetmenot.org.au

As of June 2013

Assets
BOQ Nepal Ac 20171689
BOQ Uganda Ac 20218565
BOQ General A/c 21608566
BOQ India Account - 21967390
BOQ Web Saver Ac 20653437
BOQ TD 21678174 Eco Village
Undeposited Funds
Electronic Clearing Account
RAWCS Eco Village Account
Trade Debtors
Stock on Hand
Equipment

$5,160.46
$23,702.72
$42,252.83
$8,036.56
$79,197.70
$102,745.07
$690.90
$1,093.26
$13,283.00
$4,929.40
$5,088.00
$3,800.00

Total Assets

$289,979.90

Liabilities
GST Liabilities
PAYG Withholding tax
Superannuation Payable

-$1,607.22
$1,042.24
$6,826.95

Total Liabilities

$6,261.97

Net Assets
Equity
Retained Earnings
Current Earnings

$283,717.93
$348,509.11
-$64,791.18

Total Equity

This report includes Year-End Adjustments.
Page 1 of 1
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Together Our Hands Can Help

$283,717.93

Dreaming
Andrea Nave, FMN Team Dreamer
I am writing my dream. It is a dream for a clear bright future for children. They can
sleep peacefully. They are safe and warm and free from illness. They eat clean food
and have the opportunity to learn to read and write and grow their own dreams.
Their eyes are wide and untroubled. Their family is close and protective.
The children under the care of Forget Me Not are the stars of my dream. They are
laughing like they should be as children. They live in a better way than before they
entered my dream.
I am interpreting and guiding this dream. Shaping its flow and soothing it from
nightmare stirrings which sometimes come.
My dream is vivid and technicolour. It is exhilarating and meaningful. It is re
occurring and growing each day. It is a dream I call Forget Me Not. Courageous and
compassionate, we stand for children.
We are fully focused on growing this dream into 2014 and beyond. We are growing
our capacity in Nepal through our INGO voice as an advocate for children’s rights.
A new transit home in Nepal to assist with rescues of children from their own
nightmares will come to fruition in 2014. In Uganda our families and Nanna project
will see a continued stability and growing ease as we deliver our sponsors compassion
in the form of their funds to young lives. In India our Study Centre will be funded
into a more formal operation to allow forgotten children a place to be and to learn.
These are the future dreams for 2014. Stable. Strong. Deliverable.
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The Australian Association of
Forget Me Not Children’s Home
Charity Number CH1521
Incorporation Number IA34163
FMN ABN 55 469 449

POST

PO Box 1223 Hervey Bay
Queensland Australia 4655

ONLINE

www.forgetmenot.org.au
www.facebook.com/forgetmenotchildrenshome
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enquiries@forgetmenot.org.au

